Our experts will run
your fleet, while you
run your business
UPS Freight® Truckload

DEDICATED CONTRACT CARRIAGE

Do you:
• Have an aging fleet and need the capital to replace it?
• Need well trained professional drivers with low turnover?
• Have concerns about the rising cost of fleet insurance and
workers’ compensation premiums?
• Have difficulty expanding and contracting your fleet effectively
to meet peak demands?

UPS Freight can build and manage your own branded fleet.

• Devote too much of your time keeping up with the latest DOT, OSHA and engine emissions regulations?

If you answered yes to any of these questions, UPS has a solution for you.
Dedicated Contract Carriage from UPS Freight optimizes performance and frees you from the day-to-day burden
of managing a private fleet, allowing you to focus on your core business. We offer exclusive use of on-site
management, client-branded equipment, and professional uniformed drivers.
Outsourcing your private fleet operation lets you avoid capital outlays for purchasing and maintaining ever aging
delivery assets. UPS can train and manage your drivers, provide the flexibility you need to adjust and maintain your
fleet size, and limit the liability exposure inherent in running your own fleet. Whether you deliver across town or
across the country, we provide answers to your transportation challenges.
Less capital expenditure. Reduced risk. More flexibility. Increased productivity. Dedicated Contract Carriage from
UPS is more than a fresh approach to your current distribution strategy — it’s a powerful competitive advantage.

For more information please call:

1.888.682.4652

UPS Dedicated Contract Carriage Provides:
Superior Solution Design and Engineering
UPS has 100 years of operational experience. UPS engineers apply their
expertise to your unique environment to create a customized network
solution that minimizes asset and resource requirements, while providing the highest
level of customer service.

What Our Dedicated
Solutions Can Do For You
Control Costs
• Lower capital investment
• Improved safety
• Predictable management and
administrative costs
• Reduced liability exposure and

Smooth Implementations
Successful transitions result from a consistent process of rigorous planning and training,
experienced implementation teams, and disciplined project management that
incorporates the best design with the right equipment and proven technology.

improved risk management
Improve Customer Care
• Flexible delivery options
• Improved service levels

UPS Management and Continuous Improvements
Even with a best-in-class design and implementation, things change. Markets and volumes
shift, new customers are added, territories expand and delivery requirements may tighten.
You need a partner that knows your business, keeps you on budget and can identify areas
for growth and improvement.

• Order level visibility
Enhance Management
• Regulatory compliance
• Expert resource management
• Performance and management reporting

Information Technology

• Expanded visibility and communications

We use the appropriate level of innovative, road-tested information technology that
best meets your needs. Our technology provides:

Increase Distribution Effectiveness

- Route planning and optimization
- Real-time order status / visibility
- EDI integration with client systems

- Dispatch management systems
- Handheld and mobile tracking technologies
- Management and performance reporting

• Improved equipment and fleet utilization
• Enhanced productivity and operational
efficiency
• Integration with a full portfolio of
transportation and logistics services

Qualified Drivers
Your delivery fleet driver is a reflection on you. With UPS Freight Truckload, you’ll know
your drivers are professional, experienced, safe and valued. We take the responsibility of
making sure your driver pool is fully staffed and certified.

For more information, please contact
UPS Freight Truckload 1.888.682.4652
dedicated@upsfreight.com
visit us at upsfreight.com
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